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ABSTRACT 
Two square matrices A and B over a ring are pseudosimilar if there exist X, Y, and 
Z satisfying XAY = B, ZBX = A, and XYX = X2X = X. Hartwig and Hall showed this 
is equivalent to similarity over a field. This result is extended to rings where free 
modules satisfy a cancellation property. These include rings R with R /rad R artinian 
(or more generally rings with one in the stable range) and polynomial rings over 
Dedekind domains. Furthermore, it is shown for commutative rings that if A and B are 
pseudosimilar, then diag( A,O,,,) and diag( B,O,,,) are similar for some m. 
Let S be a semigroup. Hartwig, Hall, and Putcha (see [6] and [7]) have 
studied the notion of pseudosimilarity. A and B in S are pseudosimilar if there 
exist X, Y, 2 E S satisfying: 
XAY=B, (1) 
ZBX= A, (2) 
XYX = xzx = x. (3) 
It was shown in [6] that if S = F,, the ring of n X n matrices over a field F, 
then pseudosimilarity is equivalent to similarity. This was extended in [B] to F 
unit regular. In this note, we show that this is true for S = R, if and only if R 
satisfies the cancellation property for finitely generated free modules. 
It is not clear whether in general pseudosimilarity is an equivalence 
relation. By replacing Y with YXY and Z with ZXZ we can assume 
YXY=Y (4) 
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and 
zxz=z. (5) 
The definition of pseudosimilarity given in [7] differs slightly from the 
above (and the one in [6]). In [7], it is also required that Y = Z. In view of (4), 
this second definition of pseudosimilarity is symmetric in A and B. 
We now specialize to S = End, M for M a (right) R-module. Say M 
satisfies cancellation if M = U@V = U@ W implies V = W. 
THEOREM. Let S = End, M for M an R-module. Pseudosimilarity is 
equivalent to similarity in S if and only if M satisfies cancellation. 
Proof. Suppose M does not satisfy cancellation. So M = U@V= U’@V 
where U E U’ and V +V,. Let E and E’ denote the projections of M onto U 
and U’ with kernels V and V’, respectively. Choose X, Y inverse isomorphisms 
between U and U’. So XY = II,, and YX = I,,. Extend X and Y to M by taking 
X = 0 on V and Y = 0 on V’. It is easy to verify that XEY = E’, YE’X = E, 
and XYX = X. So E and E’ are pseudosimilar. However, since ker E is not 
isomorphic to ker E’, E and E’ are not similar. 
Now assume M satisfies cancellation and A and B are pseudosimilar. 
Choose X, Y, and Z satisfying (l)-(5). Set E = YX and F = XY. By (3), 
X = XYX = XE = FX. Hence ker E = ker X and im F = im X. So X induces an 
isomorphism of im E = M/kerE and im X = im F. Since E2 = E and F” = F, 
it follows that M = ker E @im E = ker F@im F. Since im E - im F, cancella- 
tion implies kerE = ker F. Thus E and F are similar. Say Pp ‘FP = E. Then 
(l)-(5) still hold if we replace X with P-‘X, Y with YP, Z with ZP, and B 
with P-‘BP. 
However, since P- ‘FP = E, upon making these substitutions, we also have 
XY=YX==E. (6) 
If L E S, write 
L= 
L,, L,2 
i i L L22 21 
with respect to the decomposition of M = im E@ker E. By (3) and (4) it 
follows that X = diag( J,O) and Y = diag( K, 0) where .lK = I = KJ. Then (1) 
implies B = diag(JA,,J-‘,O). Since X = XZX, it follows that Z,, = J-i. Now 
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A and B are similar, as desired. n 
Recall that an element a of R is called (unit) regular if a = am for some 
(unit) x E R. Then R is (unit) regular if every element of R is (unit) regular. 
The referee has pointed out that by combining the theorem with [8, Theorem 
2B(8)], we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 1. Let M be an R-module and E = End,(M). The following 
are equivalent. 
(a) M satisfies cancellation. 
(b) If a E E is regular, a is unit regular. 
(c) Zf a, b E E are pseudosimilar, then a and b are similar. 
Erlich [l] proved the equivalence of (a) and (b) under the additional 
assumption that E is regular. In [5], a ring E satisfying (b) is called a partially 
unit regular (p.u.r.) ring. Note any commutative ring is a p.u.r. ring, since if 
M= R=Z,@J, then J, is th e annihilator of Ii and I, = I, implies I, and I, 
have the same annihilator J. Thus I, = I, = Ann J. Also any (noncommuta- 
tive) domain is a p.u.r. ring. 
The more interesting question is when R, is a p.u.r. ring for all n. In view 
of the theorem and corollary, this is related to cancellation properties. Recall 
that one is in the stable range of R if aR + bR = R implies a + br is a unit for 
some rE R. 
LEMMA. 
(a) Zf one is in the stuble range of R, then U@P -V@P for P a finitely 
generated projective R-module implies U = V. 
(b) Zf R is regular, then one is in the stable range of R if and only if R is 
unit regular. 
Proof. For (a), see Evans [3, Theorem 21. Now (b) follows from [l, 
Theorem 21 and [4, Theorem 41. n 
COROLLARY 2. Pseudosimilarity is equivalent to similarity in R, if and 
only if R” satisfies cancellation. In particular, this holds if one is in the stable 
range of R. 
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Proof. This follows from the theorem and lemma. n 
Specifically, if R is unit regular, then pseudosimilarity and similarity are 
equivalent in R, [8]. Other rings which satisfy one is in the stable range 
include: 
(a) rings with R/rad R unit regular (e.g. R/rad R artinian), and 
(b) module finite algebras over a local global commutative ring T (e.g. T 
semilocal, T/rad T regular, T = S-‘T,[x] for S the set of primitive polynomi- 
als in T, [ x], T, any commutative ring, or T the ring of all algebraic integers). 
See [2] for a discussion of such rings. 
Other rings satisfy cancellation for finitely generated free modules for 
different reasons. For example, if R is a (right) principal ideal domain, any 
projective module is free. Thus R, is a p.u.r. ring (see [5]). The next corollary 
extends this result to polynomial rings over certain commutative rings. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be a commutative ring such that either R is (von 
Neumann) regular or a Dedekind domain. Set S=R[xlr...,x,]. Then S” 
satisfies cancellation for all n (and hence Corollary 1 applies). 
Proof. Suppose P is a maximal ideal of R. Then the localization R, is a 
principal ideal domain. By the Serre conjecture (see [9]), any finitely gener- 
ated projective module over R,[x,,...,r,] is free. It now follows from 
Quillen’s patching theorem (see [9, p. 1281) that if U is a finitely generated 
projective S-module, then U = U,@s S where U, = U/(x1,. . . ,x,)U is a projec- 
tive R-module. So assume S” = U@ Q = V@ Q. Hence R” = U,@ Q0 = V,@Qa. 
Since R” satisfies cancellation, it follows that U, = V, and so U 1 V. n 
We conclude the paper by showing that if A, BE R, for R commutative 
are pseudosimilar, then they are similar in some sufficiently large R,. 
COROLLARY 4. Let R be a commutative ring. Then there exists a function 
f (independent of R) such that if A and BE R, are pseudosimilar, then 
diag(A,Ofcn,) and diag(B,Of(,)) are similar. 
Proof. In fact, we can take f(n) = 4n2 f2 (one can probably do better). 
For let S be the subring generated over the integers by the entries of X, Y, Z, 
and A [see Equations (l)-(3)]. Note that since B = XAY, BE S,. Then S has 
Krull dimension at most 4n2 + 1. If A, BE S, are pseudosimilar, then clearly 
so are A’=diag(A,Of(,,) and B’= diag(B,Of(,,). Now in the proof of the 
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theorem, use the cancellation theorem of Bass [9, p. 1441 to conclude that the 
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